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Untis Express 3

1 Untis Express

1.1 PDF output with one file per element

The possibility to automatically generate pdf files which was introduced in the 2015 version for the first
time was very well received. We take account of the many reactions: When a pdf file is created an
individual file is generated per element by default . By ticking the checkbox 'Generate a single file', a
single file is generated.

1.2 Output of current term

Regardless of the tab active at the Ribbon, you now see the current term displayed directly next to the
window groups.

1.3 Intelligent selection boxes

Up to now it was necessary to manually define the size of the field of the intelligent selection boxes.
From now on the size of the list will automatically adjust to the number of elements which need to be
displayed.
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1.4 Allocate/delete room dialogue

The 'Allocate/delete room/ dialogue was reviewed for the 2016 version.
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Allocate additional room
This new selection field allows you to allocate an additional room to a scheduled period. In the example
the Home Econ. room is reserved for teacher Arist in addition to room R1a. In the timetable and in the
lesson the Home Econ. room has been added.

Number of free periods
Another new feature is the possibility to see for how many of the required periods the respective room is
still free. This comes in very handy if you want to change the room for several periods at the same time.
In the example below the room needs to be changed within a 6 hour lesson. All rooms are occupied, the
textiles workshop, however, is free for 5 of the required 6 periods.

1.5 Scheduling of double periods and blocks

Up to now, when scheduling blocks with drag and drop in the timetable you scheduled the first period of
a block always in the period where the mouse cursor was located. This could cause problems, if a three
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period block was 'grabbed' at the third period. We changed this behaviour and now Untis Express takes
into account at which position the block is dragged. As shown in the example, now the block is dropped
where the frame of the block is indicated in the timetable.

The colouring of the timetable cells has changed, as well. Only the position where a block could 'start'
was coloured in green. From now on all periods are in green which allow clash-free scheduling. It can
happen, though, that e.g. periods 1 to 3 are green on one day (because they are free basically), a double
period, however, may only be scheduled between periods one and two or three and four. When dragging
this double period over periods two to three (not permissible) the periods are highlighted in red.
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1.6 Tabs in timetable planning

In earlier versions of the timetable it has already been possible to make swaps in several steps during
the scheduling process. However, it was not so easy to understand which class and teacher timetables
are affected by such complex swaps. Untis Express 2016 now creates tabs right after you have dropped
the periods which show in detail which timetables are changed by these swaps. Even before you confim
the dialogue 'Save block', you can change from one tab to the next and have a look at the details of the
changes.
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1.7 Timetable: lock several periods

In Untis 2016 it is possible to highlight several periods in the timetable at once by <Ctrl> + click. The
highlighted periods are framed in black and yellow. Now click on the button im Stundenplan möglich,
mehrere Stunden auf einmal zu markieren, die markierten Stunden werden schwarz-gelb umrandet
dargestellt. Klicken Sie anschließen auf die Schaltfläche <Lcok period> and all highlighted periods are
locked.
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1.8 Transferrals: Room not available

In manual planning, even in earlier versions a period was highlighted in purple if it was possible to
schedule a period, since the teachers and the class were available, but the respective room was not. A
signal called your attention during scheduling that there is a problem with the room now that needs to be
solved. In the 2016 version we replaced this signal with a dialogue in which you can decide on a solution
for the blocked room.
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1.9 Break denomination in timetable

In the time grid on the 'Breaks' tab you now can denominate the breaks. They will be shown in all
timetables by default.
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1.10 A and B weeks in one lesson

Up to now a lesson could only take place in week A or B. In Untis Express 2016 you can define per
coupling line which teacher teaches in which week.

1.11 Cover planning

1.11.1 Clashes in cover planning

In your daily work on cover planning, clashes in the planning of teachers and rooms can occur due to
different reasons. A change in the regular timetable, for instance, may lead to problems with already
scheduled substitutions, sometimes a clash is intentionally. In Untis Express 2016 teacher and room
clashes are highlighted in colour in the cover list in order to minimise the number of errors.
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Moreover, all clashes are highlighted in the calendar window.

1.11.2 Room allocation in substitute suggestion

The fewer windows are open, the more convenient it is to work with the program. In order to facilitate your
work also in this respect it is possible from now on to allocate rooms directly in the substitution
suggestion via the newly created tab 'Rooms'. Here you have the same possibilities as in the dialogue
'Allocate / delete room'.
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One of the new features is the check for 'permanent substitution' when scheduling rooms in order to be
able to quickly organise long-term room substitutions. Furthermore, you have the possibility to allocate
more than one room to a concrete substitution line by ticking the checkbox 'Allocate additional room'.

1.11.3 Change rooms for all coupling lines

Rooms can be changed in cover planning not only via the cover list, but also immediately in the timetable
via the dialogue 'Allocate / delete rooms'. The possibility to change the rooms in couplings for every
coupling line is new, this was only possible for the first coupling line before.
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1.11.4 Key combinations tomorrow / yesterday

We have introduced the following key combinations in order to further facilitate working with the
keyboard:

CTRL + M = switches to the next day depending on the date of the day
CTRL + G = switches to the day before depending on the date of the day

1.11.5 Drop substitutions in timetable

In Untis Express 2016 open substitutions can be dropped by simply drag and drop the respective field
into the details window.
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